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vAbstract
Cervical cancer occurs significantly in women in developing countries every day and pro-
duces a high number of casualties, with a large economic and social cost. The World Health
Organization, in the fight against cervical cancer, promotes early detection screening pro-
grams by different detection techniques such as conventional cytology (Pap), cytology liquid
medium (CML), DNA test Human Papillomavirus (HPV), staining with dilute acetic acid
and Lugol’s iodine solution. Conventional cytology is the most used technique, being widely
accepted, inexpensive, and with quality control mechanisms. The test has shown a sensitivity
of 38 % to 84 % and a specificity of 90 % in multiple studies and has been considered as the
choice test for screening [14].
The cervical cancer is not a public health problems in developed contries since more than
three decades, among others because of implementation of other tests such as the CML
which has increased the sensitivity to a figures that vary between 76 % and 99 %. This
test in particular produces a thin monolayer of cells that are examined. In our contries
this technique is really far from being applied because of its high cost. In consequence, the
conventional cytology has remained in practice as the only possible examination of the cervix
pathology.
In this technique, a sample of cells from the transformation zone of the cervix is taken,
using a brush or wooden spatula, spread onto a slide and fixed with a preservative solu-
tion. This sample is then sent to a laboratory for staining and microscopic examination to
determine whether cells are normal or not. This task requires time and expertise for the
diagnosis. Attempting to alleaviate the work burden from the number of examinations in
clinical routine scenario, some researchers have proposed the development of computational
tools to detect and classify the cells of the transformation cervix zone. In the present work
the transformation zone is firstly characterized using color and texture descriptors defined
in the MPEG-7 standard, and the tissue descriptors are used as the input to a bank of
binary classifiers, obtaining a precision of 90 % and a sensitivity of 83 %. Unlike traditional
approaches that extract cell features from previously segmented cells, the present strategy
is completely independent of the particular shape.
Yet most works in the domain report higher precision rates, the images used in these works
for training and evaluation are really different from what is obtained in the cytology labora-
tories in Colombia. Overall, most of these methods are applied to monolayer techniques and
therefore the recognition rates are better from what we found in the present investigacion.
However, the main aim of the present work was thus to develop a strategy applicable to
our real conditions as a pre-screening method, case in which the method should be robust
to many random factors that contaminate the image capture. A segmentation strategy is
very easily misleaded by all these factor so that our method should use characteristics inde-
pendently of the segmentation quality, while the reading time is minimized, as well as the
intra-observer variability, facilitating thereby real application of such screening tools.
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1. Introduction
Wordwide, the cervical cancer was the second most common type of cancer among women
in 2002. In that year, 493,000 new cases and 274,000 deaths were reported [21]. These data
increased in 2008, with nearly 529,000 new cases and 275,000 deaths reported [22]. About
80 % of these deaths occurred in developing countries [14, 21, 22, 63]. an important figure
since this problem is still a health public problem in our countries. In Colombia, cervical
cancer has a significant impact, in 2002 with 6,815 new cases [63] and between 2000 and
2009, nearly 1,800 deaths reported annually [27], making this disease a main cause of death
in women between 35 and 64 until 2005 [63].
The main cause of cervical cancer is the infection with one or more oncogenic strains of
human papillomavirus (HPV) [14,53]. Most HPV infections resolve spontaneously, but tho-
se cases in which that infection persist may lead to the premalignant tumor, and if not
treated, to cancer [51]. Previous lesions caused by HPV can usually take 10 to 20 years to
become invasive cancer. Cervical cancer is preventable, by early detection and treatment of
precancerous lesions, but most women in Colombia do not have access to effective screening
programmes, and they are often detected when it is too late [14].
Cervical smear screening is the most popular method used to detect abnormal cells in the
cervix. This method was proposed by Papanicolaou in 1940 [59], a reason why the method
is called the Papanicolaou test, Pap smear or Pap test. This technique was devised to detect
morphological changes, i.e., precancerous and cancerous cells. The method consists in taking
a sample from the transformation zone of the cervix using a small spatula or brush. The
sample is then smeared onto a glass slide, and fixed with a solution to preserve cells. The
slides are sent to a laboratory where they are stained and examined by a cytotechnologist
using a microscope [14]. The method is considered as effective, simple, fast and economical
for detecting early cervical cancer [15]. It has been shown that performing cervical cytology
reduces the probability of dying [16], up to a 60 % [48].
Cytological examination allows to identify abnormalities in squamous and glandular cells, an
activity that requires time and expertise. In many developing countries, where a cytotechno-
3logist must examine at 4X or 10X objectives, spending in average 6 to 10 minutes per slide
and about 300 slides per day [12], the reading control is a fundamental health problem. This
control is performed by a pathologist that performs a second read on every slide reported
as abnormal and/or positive and a randomly selected sample of ten percent (10 %) of the
whole set reported as negative [11]. Such amount of work and factors like cell overlapping,
uneven illumination, poor contrast and presence of blood and microorganisms result in exa-
minations that are quite prone to mistakes . In developed countries where the price of such
technicians is very high, several automatic algorithms has been integrated in the screening
procedures from the seventies. A first obstacle to apply such solutions in Colombia is that
the kind of examination is very different, i.e., these software solutions were developed to deal
with screen monolayer preparations while in Colombia examinations are performed using the
conventional cytology. It is then crucial to develop automated Pap test that can help our
cytologists to screening samples.
Currently there are different solutions in the market, such as the AutoPap Primary Scree-
ning System (TriPath Imaging), ThinPrep Imaging System (Cytyc) and Path (Molecular
Diagnostics); the first system complies with FDA regulations [24]. However, these tools re-
quire liquid-based cytology, that is to say, they use monolayer preparations in which cells
are well separated and therefore they can be easily segmented. Straight application of these
techniques is probably impossible in our countries because of the high cost of these mono-
layer preparatinos. Lately, there has been then an increasing investigation to automatically
detect cell abnormalities in cervix samples. Nevertheless, these works depend on the quality
of the cell segmentation, and again an impossible task in microscopical samples processed
as conventional cytology since therein the cell boundary is hidden by inhomogeneities, other
cells, some microorganisms or bacterias.
A number of automated methods to segment cell nuclei have been so far proposed [3,4,9,30,
64]. However, segmentation is easily affected by noise and uneven illumination or by blurry
contours. The aim of the present project has been to set global features that capture main
characteristics with no need of segmenting the image objects. Global descriptrs have been
previously used in other problems [1, 19, 31, 76], but to the best of our knowledge none of
them has focused on cervical images. In this work, we have proposed a global representation
of the visual content by using some MPEG-7 descriptors, followed by a classification stage
using either a K nearest neighbor algorithm (KNN) or Support vector machines (SVM).
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Contribution
This thesis introduces a new method for classifying Pap smears cells, which are not pre-
viously segmented. This classification is carried out using global color and texture features.
Yet the strategy was devised for noisy images, the method was evaluated using the available
databases that are captured from monolayer preparations.The performance of the proposed
descriptors was tested using two databases of images of Pap smears cells, one database with
500 cells and the other with 917 cells. Both databases were built by the Herlev University
Hospital, Denmark. These databases are distributed unevenly into two categories, namely
2-class (normal and abnormal cells) and 7-class. The advantages of the proposed strategy
are as follows: segmentation is not required and global features are chosen to capture most
important characteristics of a cell, considered as a whole.
This work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the description of cervical cell and re-
views the most representative methods used to segment and classify cervical cytology images.
Chapter 3 presents the visual features used to classify cells together with their performance
for a two class problem: normal and abnormal cells, or the seven class problem.
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2. Description and classification system
of cervical cytology cells
This chapter introduces the cervical cell. In section 2.1, the histology of the squamous epithe-
lium is described. Section 2.2 presents the Papanicolaou technique, while section 2.3 explains
the main cellular elements and the morphological characteristics of the superficial, interme-
diate, parabasal and basal cells. Section 2.5 tackles with the diagnosis classification systems
and finally section 2.6 presents some previous cervical cell classification works.
2.1. Squamous epithelium
The epithelium that covers the vagina, and the cervical vaginal portion of the sexually mature
woman, is a stratified squamous epithelium, also called the squamous epithelium. It measures
approximately 0.2 mm thick and is composed of four layers [56] or strata histological, that
can be well differentiated, as shown in figure 2-1:
Figure 2-1.: Histological location of the type of cells observed in cytology [56]
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Basal Layer - basal cell: Is the innermost layer. This tissue is formed by a single layer
of cylindrical palisade-wise arranged cells at the base membrane. Germ cells (those
cells that spring the others) are either round or oval, with large nucleous (oval center),
which occupy much of the cell. The process of regeneration of the epithelium starts
at this cell layer. The remaining layers represent the stages of cell maturation and
differentiation that migrate to the surface; it is constantly germinating new cells.
Parabasal Layer - parabasal cells: This tissue consists of several layers of rounded or
polyhedral cells, which have a central nucleus and cytoplasm thick with intercellular
bridges.
Intermediate Layer - intermediate cells: It is composed of many layers of flattened cells
with glycogen-rich cytoplasm, relatively small, central and vesicular nucleus.
Surface Layer - surface cell: This part consists of several layers of flattened, polygonal-
shaped and large cells with thin and bright cytoplasm, without intercellular bridges
and pyknotic nucleus.
The squamous epithelium is able to exfoliate various cell types, depending on the maturation
degree. Typically, cells are exfoliated from the upper strata, unless either ulcers are present
or the sample is taken with excessive energy. When smearing this sample, cells are flattened,
allowing visual evaluation of four types of cells: superficial, intermediate cells, parabasal cells
and basal cells.
2.2. Papanicolaou staining
The smeared specimen of female genital tract is almost exclusively stained using the Papa-
nicolaou technique. It is a polychrome staining method, consisting in a nuclear staining with
good cytoplasmic contrast [15,59,61].
The method presents many advantages since it allows a proper nucleus definition, detection
of chromatin patterns and a well delimited cytoplasm, thereby permitting observation of ma-
turation and metabolic activity. Papaniculaou staining utilizes three types of dyes, namely
hematoxylin, Orange G and eosin alcohol (EA) [15].
Hematoxylin selectively stains the nuclei, clearly highlighting chromatin. Orange G is a
monochromatic stain that colors cytoplasm, staining keratin with bright orange. Keratin is
not normally present in the cervical and vaginal epithelium, however, it is usually present
in keratinized carcinomas, so the presence of a brighter orange color in the cytoplasm is an
important diagnostic sign. Eosin alcohol (EA) is a polychrome stain composed of eosin, light
green and Bismarck brown. Eosin stains the cytoplasm of mature squamous cells, nucleoli
and cilia. Superficial cells are pink stained with eosin and aretherefore eosinophilic. Parabasal
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and intermediate cells are stained in green or blue, depending on the EA staining time, and
therefore are known as cianophilic. These cells are metabolically active [15].
2.3. Cellular elements
The squamous epithelium cell types that are recognized in the cytological smear are as
follows [56]:
2.3.1. Superficial cells
These cells present the greatest maturation degree; they have a diameter of 50 to 60 µm, they
are also eosinophilic (pink stained with eosin) or basophils (blue stained with hematoxylin),
as illustrated in figure 2-2. In this case, the cytoplasm has polygonal shape; it is also clear
and homogeneous, and clearly delimited. The cells appear on a one-by-one basis or in groups.
In the cytoplasm, occasionally, keratohyaline granules are identified. These cells may have a
large nucleus, of approximately 7 µm (in which the chromatin structure is easily recognizable,
being also regularly and finely distributed), otherwise, cells are small and may present a
pyknotic nucleus (in which chromatin is condensed by degeneration and is dark-colored
uniformly).
Figure 2-2.: Superficial squamous cervical cells. Pap staining.
2.3.2. Intermediate Cells
They represent the most consistent and largest cell in the vaginal smear. They have a size
of about 30 a 50 µm and nuclei around 8 µm (Figure 2-3). They are basophilic, polygonal,
rounded shaped and their nuclei are usually vital, but occasionally pyknotic. Intermediate
cells can differentiate in large (with glycogen) and small (without glycogen) cells. During
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pregnancy and under the strong influence of progestins or androgens, these cells show a
canoe or boat and wide margin, reason why they are called navicular cells.
Figure 2-3.: Intermediate squamous cervical cells. Pap staining.
2.3.3. Parabasal cells
These cells have a diameter of approximately 20 µm and nuclei of approximately 9 µm.
Intensely stained, they are basophilic and exhibit an elongated, oval-like and also rounded
shape (Figure 2-4). The parabasal cells can be classified as being either large or small.
Figure 2-4.: Parabasal cells. Pap staining.
2.3.4. Basal cells
These cells have a cytoplasmic diameter of 12 - 14 µm and a nucleus diameter varying
between 8-10 µm. The cells have intense basophilic staining and frequently a deteriorated
nucleus. If chromatin is preserved, nucleoli may be visible.
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2.4. Cellular alterations
2.4.1. Benign cellular alterations
In the cell nucleus, some of the following changes may occur:
Nucleus swelling: A loss of cellular osmotic regulation causes cell death by nuclear
edema formation, resulting in swelling of the cell nucleus.
Karyolysis: Presence of large, hyperchromatic and without structure nuclei.
Karyorrhexis: nuclear destruction occurs, with thickening of the chromatin structure,
which leads to the rupture of chromatin bridges.
Karyopyknosis: nuclear condensation caused by loss of water. The dead nuclei then
retract, reducing their size and becoming hyperchromatic.
Nucleus hyperchromasia wall: It occurs if the particles are deposited on the chromatin
nuclear membrane.
Some cytoplasm changes:
Perinuclear halo formation: This causes nuclear shrinkage.
Pseudoeosinophilic: As a consequence of cytoplasm degradation, a pseudoeosinophilic
staining may appear.
Vacuolization: The cellular uptake of water causes an increase in cell size and vacuole
formation.
Hyalinization: Condensation of the cytoplasm which is stained in a deep red.
Shape changes: Parabasal cells are influenced by degradation processes. A possible
reaction of the surface can be caused by cytoplasm elongation, i.e., it takes a spindle-
like shape.
Causes
Reactive cellular inflammatory changes
Reactive cellular changes associated with radiation
Cellular changes associated with Intrauterine device (IUD). When patients are treated
with an intrauterine spiral device, reactive changes are observed: enlarged nuclei and
vacuolization of the endocervical epithelium. Metaplastic cells and endometrial cells
may appear together with an inflammatory smear.
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Post - hysterectomy glandular cells: During the first four weeks after intravaginal sur-
gery, like conization or hysterectomy, a granulation tissue is observed in the region
of the surgical wound. This tissue consists of squamous and endocervical epithelium
with inflammatory disorders, regenerative epithelium, leukocytes, histiocytes, fibro-
blasts and protein-rich debris.
Atrophy.
2.4.2. Malignant cellular alterations
The squamous epithelium cancerization involves not cornified epithelium. The histological
criteria of malignancy depend on the degree of vertical extent of atypical changes of the
basal cell layer. In addition to the tissue widening, there appear nuclear polymorphism,
enlargement and hyperchromasia, as well as atypical chromatin and a large number of mitosis.
2.5. Diagnosis classification systems
There are several systems for classifying premalignant cervical tumors, including cytology
and histology. The first system corresponds to the Papanicolaou classification, which has 5
numerical classes or grades (I, II, III, IV, V); this system is purely cytological [60].
In 1961, in the first International Congress of Cytology, held in Vienna, experts agreed about
the terms for the three most crucial cytological cervical lesions, namely invasive carcinoma,
carcinoma in situ (CIS) and dysplasia, the latter classified as mild, moderate, and severe or
severe [32]. In 1967, in order to propose the classification of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
(NIC), this system considered various changes observed in three different degrees of dyspla-
sia, including Grade III severe dysplasia and the previous CIS [66,67], see table 2-1.
In 90s, a system was proposed at the Bethesda National Cancer Institute U.S. (United States
National Cancer Institute). In this system, NIC II and III were assembled in a single group,
”High-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion”(HSIL). In 2001, atypical cells were divided
into ASC-US (atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance) and ASC-H (atypical
squamous cells cannot exclude a squamous intraepithelial high grade lesion). The Bethesda
system is recommended by OMS for cytological reports [14]. Table 2-1 is a summary of the
different classification systems.
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Papanicolaou [60] NIC [66,67] OMS [32] Bethesda [6, 55,72]
Class I Normal Normal Normal
Class II Atypia Atypia ASC
Class III NIC I Mild dysplasia LSIL
Class III NIC II Moderate dysplasia HSIL
Class III NIC III Severe dysplasia HSIL
Class IV NIC III in situ cancer HSIL
Class V Invasive Invasive Invasive
carcinoma carcinoma carcinoma
Table 2-1.: Classification systems. Modified from OMS 2007
2.5.1. Histological classification: WHO-NIC
In many countries, the NIC classification and the Classification of the World Health Orga-
nization (WHO) are widely used in cytological reports, although these systems should only
be used in histological reports, including various tissues as follows:
Mild dysplasia (NIC I, cervical intraepithelial neoplasia-grade I): The extension of the
atypical epithelium is limited to the lower third of the epithelium thickness.
Moderate dysplasia (NIC II, grade II): It affects the lower two thirds of the epithelium
thickness.
Severe dysplasia (NIC III, grade III): The upper third is also involved in the atypia.
Carcinoma in situ: There are no mature cells migrating towards the surface. The bio-
logical significance of these alterations does not differ from severe dysplasia and may
therefore be grouped according to the concept on the lesion (NIC III).
2.5.2. Cytological classification: Bethesda system
The Papanicolaou classification system and the Bethesda System diagnostic reports are used
for vaginal or cervical cytology; the latter was introduced in 1988 [55], revised in 1991 [6], and
updated in 2001 [72] in order to establish a uniform terminology and standardize diagnostic
reports. This system includes epithelial cell abnormalities in squamous cells, glandular and
other malignancies.
Atypical squamous cell (ASC)
This category includes atypical squamous cell of undetermined significance (ASC-US), also
atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance, suggestive of high-grade squamous
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intraepithelial lesion (ASC - H) [72]. Among the morphological changes that characterize
the immature metaplastic cells with atypia (in [28]):
Cells isolated or grouped with slight loss of cohesiveness.
Round or oval.
With scant cytoplasm, also dense and anfophilic or cyanophilic.
Loss of nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio.
With enlarged nuclei, and showing a hyperchromasia trend, with slight irregularity of
the nuclear membrane which can also be smooth.
Thin granular chromatin either evenly distributed or slightly irregular.
Variations in nuclear size and shape.
Atypia squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US)
Most changes occur in the mature squamous cells of intermediate superficial type. Changes
can also be observed in cells with metaplastic morphology (atypical metaplasia), in cells being
repaired (repair atypical), as well as in cells with morphology atrophy and parakeratotic
changes.
Changes occur in the form of slight increases in the nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio. The cyto-
plasm presents a cyanophilic-acidophilic appearance marked with halos; the nuclear mem-
brane looks smooth or slightly irregular, the nucleus is moderately enlarged up to 2-3 times
the nucleous size of an intermediate cell (75 to 120 µm2). A normal or slightly hyperchro-
matic, usually negative chromocenters, and absent nucleoli, can be associated to binuclea-
tion [33,65]. Similarly, nuclear abnormalities are associated with orange and dense cytoplasm
(atypical parakeratosis) [71].
Atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance cannot exclude HSIL (ASC - H)
These cells include cases in which the cellular changes are quite important, but not enough
to be considered as conclusive, due to a shortage of these cells or due to other reasons, such
as inflammation or bleeding [71].
Low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL) (including changes associated with
infection by Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) or mild dysplasia (NIC I))
Because HPV infects only the cell nucleus and produces a multiplication of DNA and chro-
mosomes, the criteria of malignancy is related to nuclear changes, including the following:
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Structure of atypical chromatin: irregular structure of chromatin in the form of lumps.
The hematoxylin used in the method of Papanicolaou stains the nucleus; the biologi-
cally active parts, which constitute euchromatin and interface regions at rest, are active
genetically- heterochromatin-like dark regions. In a normal nucleus these particles are
distributed uniformly and take a finely granulated aspect. An atypical nucleus shows
an increase of heterochromatin with a degree of atypia.
Hyperchromasia nuclear and formation of the chromocenter.
Polymorphism.
An absolute increase of nucleus size.
Increase the nucleus/cytoplasm ratio.
Formation of the nucleolus.
High-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (H-SIL), (comprising moderate dysplasia,
severe NIC II, NIC III, Ca in situ)
This lesion is characterized by cells, smaller than those of low-grade lesion, usually isolated
cells non-cohesive. The nuclear size is comparable to the low grade, but with a marked
increase in the nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio. This finding is related to immature cytoplasm of
occasionally dense metaplastic type; there is nuclear hyperchromatism with fine or granular
chromatin. The nuclear membrane is irregular, without nucleoli [71].
Carcinoma
The affected cells show irregular distribution of chromatin and paracromatina (clear spaces
between thick clumps of chromatin), there is also a prominent nucleoli. This case presents
keratinizing differentiation criteria (orangofilia, cannibalism, elongated cells with pyknotic
nuclei) and also keratinizing criteria (syncytial, dense cytoplasm with irregular, angulated
and central nuclei with nucleoli and irregular chromatin with highly parachromatic clarifi-
cation) [71].
Table 2-2 shows the morphologic characteristics according to the Bethesda system.
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Cell structure ASC-US ASC-H L SIL HSIL
Cytoplasm cyanophilic - acidophilus
Cytoplasm binucleate
Nuclear irregular slightly
membrane irregular
Nuclear low hyperchromatic
hyperchromasia
Nucleus 75-120 µm
Nucleolus asent small o absent absent
Chromatin uniform irregular irregular Fine or granular
Table 2-2.: Morphological characteristics of abnormal cells
2.6. Computer-assisted diagnosis for the analysis of
cervical cytology
Manual screening of cutology smears is an intensive and demanding labor, for which the cy-
totechnologist must be concentrated during extended periods of time [5]. Different sources of
error are inherent of this kind of examination, including sampling error, blood, inflammatory
cells or overlapping cells, as illustrated in figure 2-5.
Figure 2-5.: Cervical cells: Note the different sources of noise. A. Presence of blood cells.
B. Inflammatory cells. C.Overlapping cells.
Current available commercial softwares use more or less the same scheme for automatic
detection and classification of cervical cells, starting by a cell segmentation which is then
binarized for somehow extracting different morphological characteristics [7], (see figure 2-6).
Traditionally, the captured cytolgy image is firstly pre-processed to improve the segmentation
quality and then cells are segmented and classified.
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Figure 2-6.: Computer-assisted diagnosis for detection and classification of cervical cell,
including segmentation, feature extraction and classification
2.6.1. Image Preprocessing
The image preprocessing stage is required when segmenting the cell for background extrac-
tion [64]. Every captured image exhibits a certain percentage of noise [20] and may have low
contrast [26]. Overall, most methods start by reducing noise and increasing contrast. Median
filters are traditionally used to reduce noise, where the gray level of every pixel is replaced
by the median of the intensity levels of the pixel neighborhood [26].
On the other hand, different methods have been proposed to improve the image contrast.
These methods are usually divided as point-, spatial- and frequency- domain strategies. Plis-
siti et al. achieved contrast enhancement and edge sharpening by applying contrast limited
adaptive histogram equalization to the red, green and blue image components. A global th-
reshold is then extracted for each image, using the Otsu method [58]. Finally, a single image
is obtained by using a logical or-operator on the three components [64]. Li et al., proposed to
map the Pap image into a gray scale, removing the small white pores. Then, an edge detector
is used to find the cell and nucleux boundaries. Finally, these borders were smoothed [36].
Among the studies that use methods of spatial filters, Li and Najarian used a weighted me-
dian filter, introduced by Brownrigg [17], who preserved the edge information. In this work,
the image was preprocessed. First, the image color was transformed into gray-scale, then
a modified weighted filter was calibrated below threshold gray-scale; finally, the modified
weighted filter was used [37]. Mat Isa implemented three algorithms in the preprocessing
stage, namely a median filter, histogram normalization and histogram equalization [46,47].
Yang et al. proposed a trim-meaning filter (designed by the authors) in order to remove
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noise, remove impulses, Gaussian noise and also to preserve the edge sharpness [76].
Figure 2-7 illustrates an example of preprocessing with transformation from RGB space into
HSI. The RGB cube becomes a cylindrical shape, thus saturation corresponds to a value of
radial distance, hue becomes a function of the angle with respect to the polar-coordinate
system, and intensity is the distance along the axis perpendicular to the plane of polar
coordinates. Figure 2-7 (a) is the original image, and 2-7 (b, c, d) is the image created by
the transformation form RGB to HSI.
Figure 2-7.: RGB space transformation to HSI. Component of A. Original Image, B. Satu-
ration, C. Intensity, D. Hue.
For the image obtained in the component of intensity, there are several noise-filtering techi-
ques, such as Gaussian filter, median filter, and midpoint filter. Figure 2-8 (a) shows the
Gaussian filter. Figure 2-8 (b) shows the Median filter and figure 2-8 (c) shows the Midpoint
filter.
Figure 2-8.: Preprocessing A. Gaussian filter, B. Median filter , D. Midpoint filter.
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2.6.2. Classification of cervical cells
Neural Networks
Among the most widely-used classifiers for the classification of Pap smear we find neural
networks [68] [49]. The multilayer feed-forward back- propagation network has been imple-
mented in the trading system Papnet. The classification accuracy obtained was between 80 %
and 90 % [39].
Li et al. employed the multilayer feed-forward back-propagation network, with features such
as percentage of cell coverage, cell coloration, distribution of cell size, average of cell size,
existence of multinuclear cells, existence of halos in cells, distribution of nuclear size, average
of nuclear size, nuclear/cytoplasm ratio, and percentage of cells without nucleus, finding
proper classification accuracy of cervical precancerous cells in normal and abnormal classes
almost in 99 % of the times [36].
The multilayer perceptron neural network has also been used to classify normal cells, LGSIL
and LIEag, with accuracy levels of 76 % [45]. The performance of the mentioned systems
might be dependent on the ability of human experts to extract the characteristics of cervical
cells [46].
[In 1991, Lee et al. used decision tree classifiers, neural networks classifiers, hybrid classifiers
and multiple classifier integration as learning and classification algorithms. This led to the
best classification results. The error rate was 18.7 % when implementing a three-classifier
integration involving the neural network classifier, the hybrid classifier and the quadratic
tree classifier, obtaining the best performance [35]].
Tabu search (TS)
The Tabu Search (TS) is a meta-heuristic memory-adaptive procedure proposed by Glover
in 1986 [25]. In 2006 Marinakis et al. used this local algorithm and combined three binders
of the nearest neighbor, finding considerable accuracy levels (91.93 % to 98.47 %) regarding
the new database in the problem of two classes (normal and abnormal). Also for the new
database, accuracy levels in the problem of seven classes ranged from 91.38 % to 96.95 %,
while in the old data set, for the problem of two classes, accuracy ranged from 97.6 % to
100 % , and for the problem of seven classes it fluctuated between 95.2 % and 100 % [40].
Ant colony
Another algorithm was based on the optimization of ant colony for the problem of feature
selection. Such an algorithm uses two different types of the binder of nearest neighbor classi-
fication [41]. In this approach, accuracy in the new set of data, for the problem of two classes,
varied from 93.78 % to 99.78 % , and for the problem of seven classes it fluctuated between
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93.34 % to 97.92 %. On the other hand, in the old set of data, and for the problem of two
classes, accuracy fluctuated between 98.8 % 100 % , and for the problem seven classes these
figures oscillated between 98.2 % and 100 %. The main characteristics to correctly classify
new cells were the following: cytoplasm and nucleus brightness, and N/C ratio [43].
Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms were subsequently used to solve the problem of feature selection. These
algorithms were complemented with three types of nearest-neighbor classifiers. The accu-
racy regarding the new set of data, for the problem of two classes, fluctuated from 94.11 %
to 99.67 % , and for the seven classes is ranged from 93.45 % to 98.36 % . Regarding the old
data set, for two classes, accuracy ranged from 98.8 % to 100 % , and for the problem of the
seven classes, accuracy oscillated between 98 % and 100 % [42]. Nanni also used the previous
database and applied it for a cross-validation of 5 partitions, namely texture descriptor local
binary patterns (DL), which is defined as a measure of invariant texture in grayscale; then,
the procedure was performed using SVM classification [54].
In 2010, Samsudin used a public database, and addressed the two-class problem with the
following 10 features: area of the nucleus and the cytoplasm, nuclear/cytoplasm ratio, bright-
ness of the nucleus and the cytoplasm, smaller diameter of the nucleus, perimeter of the
nucleus and position of the nucleus. This study also deployed classification in a group of
classifiers, namely GB k-NN, GDW k-NN and GLMV; the results outperformed those of
individual techniques [69].
A hybrid algorithm that combines genetic algorithms with ID3 algorithms (Interactive Di-
chotomizer Version 3) was also used as binder by [50]. Liu, experimented with a database
of 149 cells, comparing four types of Wavelet transforms to classify pixels. The best perfor-
mance occurred when using Daubechies 16 and Gabor. The authors also studied three types
of features, with and without multi-spectral or texture information, finding better results
when using both types of information [38].
Mat et al. proposed a feature extraction algorithm (through growth of regions) based on
seeds. This method chooses an N x N neighborhood. Once an initial seed has been located
within the neighborhood, the study of the vicinity of pixels begins. Each pixel is compared
with the average gray levels and the standard deviation. The pixels that belong to the new
neighborhood are marked, and then the growth of the region on the edge of the object is
stopped. The method uses the size and intensity of the nucleus and cytoplasm as input data
for the classification of the precancerous cervical cells. The size of the regions of nucleus and
cytoplasm is calculated from the number of pixels. The authors classified 211 normal cases,
143 LSIL and 196 HSIL, reaching accuracy levels over 96.50 %, specificity was 100 % and
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sensitivity was 95.33 % [46].
Table 2-3 compares the different classification algorithms. Note that results obtained with
tabu search, ant colony and genetic algorithms are over monolayer preparations and they use
characteristics that completely dependent on the cell segmentation. Importantly, because
of the intrinsic nature of these algorithms, they are computationally very expensive and
require an heavy computational infrastructure, an unthinkable situation at any real cytology
laboratory.
Algorithm Old database New database
2 Classes — 7 Classes( %) 2 Classes — 7 Classes ( %)
Tabu Search [40] 97.6-100 — 95.2-100 91.93-98.47 — 91.38-96.95
Colony of ants [43] 98.8-100 — 98.2-100 93.78-99.78 — 93.74-97.92
Genetic Algorithms [43] 98.8-100 — 98-100 94.11-99.67 — 93.45-98.36
Table 2-3.: The numbers of cases are maintained in each of the methods. ( %) indicates the
percentage of accuracy of detection of each method
3. Classification of cervical smear images
using MPEG-7 descriptors
This chapter presents the classification of cervical cell. Section 3.1, describes system deve-
lopment. This section also introduces the main results 3.2.
Several strategies have been previously applied for classifying cervical cytology cells, all
pursuing nucleus segmentation. Sanchez sets regions [70] using a simple threshold [62], a
procedure broadly adapted to different techniques: namely local adaptive segmentation nu-
clei procedures [37], seed growing (Romberg y col. en [18]), mathematical morphology [34],
a Hough transform [23, 52], and active contours [2, 3, 9, 30, 64]. Jantzen and Dounias propo-
sed several cell features as morphometric descriptors; these features include the nucleus and
cytoplasm areas, the nucleus/cytoplasm proportion, the nucleus and cytoplasm brightness,
smaller and larger nucleus/cytoplasm diameters, nucleus and cytoplasm roundness, nucleus
and cytoplasm perimeters, nucleus position, nucleus/cytoplasm maxima and minima. Ne-
vertheless, these morphometric characteristics require prior accurate segmentation, which is
hard to achieve by human intervention using commercial software packages such as CHAMP
(Cytology and Histology Modular Analysis Package, Aarhus, Denmark) of DIMAC (Digital
Image Company) [8, 29, 44,57].
3.1. Methods
Rather than attempting to detect some of the previously reported morphometric features,
the present investigation used two global MPEG-7 color descriptors, namely Color Layout
and Scalable Color. It also used one texture descriptor, the Edge Histogram descriptor, wich
was used as the representation space together with two supervised classification algorithms
(SVM and KNN) that divide the different classes, this is shown in figure 3-1.
3.1.1. Classification based on global MPEG-7 descriptors
The cell classification approach is carried out using color and texture MPEG-7 descriptors,
thereby attempting to capture information related with the particular color spatial location
and global color distribution of both the nucleus and cytoplasm. The texture descriptor
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Figure 3-1.: Overview of proposed method.
stands for the particular borders of both nucleus and cytoplasm and their intrinsic relations-
hips. These global characteristics are not evaluating the classical morphometric features, but
they are using nucleus and cytoplasm visual primitives as discriminate factors.
Color layout
This descriptor, typically used in the YCrCb color space, captures the spatial color dis-
tribution in an image or an arbitrary region. Basically, the color layout descriptor uses
representative colors on a grid, followed by a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and an en-
coding of the resulting coefficients. The feature extraction process consists of two parts; grid
based representative color selection and DCT transform with quantization. Specifically, an
input image is divided into 64 blocks, their average colors are derived and transformed into
a series of coefficients by performing a conventional DCT. A few low-frequency coefficients
are selected using zigzag scanning and quantized to form a Color Layout Descriptor, is show
in figure 3-2 [10].
Scalable color
This descriptor is extracted from a color image histogram in the hue-saturation-value (HSV)
color space. This histogram, constructed with fixed color space quantization, is projected
into a set of Haar bases so that the obtained coefficients constitute a scalable color repre-
sentation. The histogram values must be normalized and non linearly mapped into a 4-bit
integer representation, giving higher weight to small values. The Haar transform is applied
then to this histogram version with two basic operators: sum and difference bin neighbor,
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Figure 3-2.: Extraction process descriptor of spatial distribution of color
decomposing the histogram into low and high frequency subbands, as is showed in figure
3-3 [10].
Figure 3-3.: Extraction process descriptor of color distribution
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Edge histogram
This descriptor captures the spatial edge distribution, a very useful feature for image mat-
ching, even though the underlying texture may not be homogeneous. A given image is first
sub-divided into sub-images and local edge histograms, for each of these sub-images, are com-
puted. Edges are then coarsely grouped into five categories: vertical, horizontal, 45 diagonal,
135 diagonal, and isotropic (nonorientation specific). Thus, each local histogram has five bins
corresponding to the above five categories. The image partitioned into 16 sub-images results
in 80 bins. These bins are nonuniformly quantized using 3 bits/bin, resulting in a descriptor
with size of 240 bits (see figure 3-4), [75].
Figure 3-4.: The edge histogram descriptor identifies five types of edges and stores the
values in an array 1D
3.1.2. Classification models
The classification method used a classical K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm and a Support
Vector Machine. The proposed approach was evaluated under a 10-fold experimental setup.
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The k-NN decision rule
The k-nearest neighbor method is an intuitive method that classifies unlabeled samples based
on their similarity with samples in the training set. Given the knowledge of N prototype
features (vectors of dimension k) and their correct classification into M classes, the k-NN
rule assigns an unclassified pattern to the class that is most heavily represented among its k
neighbors in the pattern space, under some appropriate metric [13]. In this work euclidean
distance was used.
The SVM algorithm
A support vector machine (SVM) is a classification model that finds an optimal separating
hyperplane that discriminates two classes. A SVM is a linear discriminator; however it can
perform non-linear discriminations thanks to the fact that this is a kernel method. In this
work, we used a SVM version that uses sequential minimal optimization algorithm. The
multi-class classification problem is solved using a one vs. all strategy: a binary classifier
for each class labeling the class samples as positive examples and other class samples as
negative ones. The final decision is set to the class having the largest decision function
among all classes [73].
3.1.3. Database
Two databases, which consist of images with single cells from the Herlev University Hos-
pital in Denmark, were used (http://labs.fme.aegean.gr/decision/downloads). Skilled cyto-
technicians and doctors manually classified each cell into 2 classes: abnormal and normal and
then sub-classified them into seven classes. Each cell was examined by two cyto-technicians,
and difficult samples also by a doctor. In case of disagreement, the sample was simply dis-
carded [8, 44, 57]. Finally there were two databases: B 1 data contains 500 cells with the
following distribution: 1. Normal: columnar epithelial, parabasal squamous epithelial, inter-
mediate squamous epithelial, superficial squamous epithelial. 2.Abnormal: mild squamous
non-keratinizing dysplasia, moderate squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, severe squamous
non-keratinizing dysplasia (Table.3-1). Examples of images of this database are shown in
Figure 3-5
The B 2 data contain 917 cells with the following distribution: 1. Normal: superficial squa-
mous epithelial, intermediate squamous epithelial, columnar epithelial. 2. Abnormal: mild
squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, moderate squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, severe
squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, squamous cell carcinoma in situ intermediate (Table.3-
1.Examples of images of this database are shown in Figure 3-6.
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Clase B 1 B 2
Normal 1. Superficial (50) 1. Superficial (74)
N. 2.Intermediate (50) 2.Intermediate (70)
N. 3. Parabasal (50)
N. 4. Columnar (50) 3. Columnar (98)
Total N. 200 242
Anormal 5. Mild Dysplastic (100) 4. Mild Dysplastic (182)
A. 6. Moderate Dysplastic (100) 5. Moderate Dysplastic (146)
A. 7. Severe Dysplastic (100 6. Severe Dysplastic (197)
A. 7. Carcinoma in situ (150)
Total A. 300 675
Total 500 917
Table 3-1.: Database
Figure 3-5.: Cells from the database B 1
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Figure 3-6.: Cells from the database B 2
3.1.4. Experimental setup
Two classification algorithms were assessed, namely KNN and SVM. Each classification
model was tuned independently for its own particular set of parameters as follows: k-NN
was assessed by varying the k nearest neighbors between 1 and 15 with increment steps of
two. For SVM, two kernel types were evaluated, namely radial basis function (RBF) and
polynomial functions. For the RBF kernel, the γ parameter was varied from 0,00 to 0,90
with increment steps of 0.10, while the polynomial kernel degree was set at 1, 2 and 3.
The regularization parameter Complexity C, was varied between 1,0 to 20 with steps of
0.2. Evaluation was carried out when solving both two-class problems (namely normal and
abnormal) and seven-class problems. A conventional 10-fold cross validation was performed
for every parameter combination.
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3.2. Results
The effects of different levels of complexity were evaluated.
Two class problem
Figure 3-7 shows the error percentage of the proposed method in the two-class problem
for datasets B 1 and B 2. In the case of B 1, the best performance was achieved with the
edge histogram descriptor and the KNN classifier with k=9. The proposed algorithm reached
averaged accuracy levels of 72 % in this dataset. Database B 2 shows and accuracy of 83 %,
using the three-descriptor integration (Color Layout, Scalable Color Descriptor and Edge
Histogram Descriptor) and the KNN classifier. The average accuracy level in this database,
in case of the Scalable Descriptor, the Edge histogram, and the three-descriptor integration,
was 82 %, except for the Color Layout Descriptor which reached an accuracy of 72 %.
Figure 3-7.: Error classification for the B 1 and B 2 databases, in the two class problem.
Figure 3-8 shows the contour plot of the error measurement for SVM. Lighter regions co-
rrespond to the values of the parameters with best performance. Figure 3-8 a) shows the
performance of the SVM with color-layout descriptor and polynomial kernel. The best per-
formance was found when using a degree of 1.0 together with 4 complexities values (an
accuracy of 75 %). For the SVM with radial base kernel (figure 3-8 b)), the best perfor-
mance was achieved for γ = 0,01 and complexities values between 12.4 and 13.8 (a 76 % of
accuracy). In figure 3-8 c), using scalable color and polynomial kernel, the best performance
was achieved when applying degrees 3.0 and 7 and 16.8 complexities values (74 % accu-
racy). Additionally, when applying polynomial kernels, the best performance was reached
for γ values between 0.60 to 0.90 (76 % accuracy), this is shown in figure 3-8 d). In case of
the edge-histogram descriptor with polynomial kernel, the best performance was achieved by
using degrees 3 and 1 with 2 complexities values (72 % accuracy); see figure 3-8 e). The three
descriptor integrators, namely Color Layout, Scalable Color Descriptor and Edge Histogram
Descriptor, obtained accuracy levels of 80 %.
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Figure 3-8.: Error classification for the B 1 database, together with the two-class problem.
The panels are as follows: Color Layout (upper panel), Scalable Color (middle
panel) and Edge Histogram descriptor (lower panel). Left plots correspond
to the SVM polynomial function, whilst SVM radial-basis function kernel is
depicted in the right pannel. The blue color represents the parameters with
the best performance for each case.
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Seven class problem
Figure 3-9 shows the error percentage for the method proposed in the 7-class problem for
datasets B 1 and B 2. In B 1, the best performance was achieved when using the three-
descriptor integration by means of the KNN classifier with k=1 (accuracy 43 %). In average,
this database showed an accuracy of 42 % when using three-descriptor integration.
The B 2 database exhibited a performance in terms of accuracy of 41 % with the edge his-
togram descriptor, k=13, and with the three-descriptor integration (Color Layout, Scalable
Color Descriptor and Edge Histogram), involving the KNN classifier (k=11). The average
accuracy for the Scalable Descriptor, Edge histogram, and the three-descriptor integration
was 34 %.
Figure 3-9.: Classification error reported in the B 1 and B 2 database, for the seven Class.
Figure 3-10 shows the contour plot of error measurement for SVM. Brighter regions co-
rrespond to the values of parameters with the best performance. Figure 3-10 a) show the
performance of color layout and SVM when using the polynomial kernel, the best performan-
ce was reported when using degree 3 for every complexity value. In SVM with radial-base
kernel, (see figure 3-10 b)), the best performance was reached for complexity values equal
to 0.10.
Figure 3-10 c) shows the results with scalable color and polynomial kernel, the best per-
formance was reported when using degrees 1.2 to 1.8, and 2 complexities values. As shown
in figure 3-10 (d)), the best performance with radial-base kernel was reached for γ values
between 9.0 to 11.9 and complexities values equal to 0.20.
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Figure 3-10.: Error classification for the B 1 database, together with the seven class pro-
blem. Left plots correspond to the SVM polynomial function, whilst SVM
Radial-Basis function kernel is depicted on the right panels as follows: Co-
lor layout (upper panel), Scalable Color (middle panel) and Edge Histogram
descriptor (lower panel). Clear blue color represents parameters with the best
performance for each case.
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3.3. Discussion
A new strategy for assisting the diagnosis of pap smears was proposed, implemented and
evaluated. Unlike classical approaches, which aim to segment the cell since they use mostly
anatomical features to describe the shape and therefore are quite prone to failure, the des-
cribed strategy globally characterizes the object of interest using its very intrinsic features.
The present investigation aimed to devise a strategy able to capture valuable information
to perform a proper classification of conventional cytological images. A first evaluation was
carried out in monolayer images and the performance obtained with the presented method
reached a sensitivity of 85 %, a figure that demonstrates that the technique can be used in
real scenarios .
The intentional fact of attempting to avoid any segmentation step led us to propose the
use of global descriptors. This point is crucial towards implementing the type of techniques
that can be robust to high levels of noise and to mount a functional screening process in
Colombia. In particular we used a color histogram extracted from the HSV color space.
Global descriptors included the spatial distribution of in the YCbCr color space, and the
spatial distribution of five types of edges to classify normal and abnormal cells in two types
of classification problems, two-classes or seven-classes. This strategy achieved a precision of
90 % and a sensitivity of 83 % in the two clas classification problems, similar to what was
reported by Lee et al, 1991 who included a segmentation step [35]. Overall, precision repor-
ted in the literature is completely dependent on the segmentation quality and most works
use commercial software such as CHAMP [8, 44], for instance Byriel et al., or Martin et al.
set a large number of morphometric features that are then used to classify cervical cytology
images either in two or seven classes [40–44,57]. Yet their results outperform what was herein
presented, they usually need to correct the obtained segmentations by hand whereby the the
procedure results very expensive and a burden work. Discussion remains open since some
evidence points out to demonstrate the relativity of those results, for instance Yang-Mao
et a. have shown that CHAMP software was unable to provide satisfactory segmentation
performance in different challenges, especially for the case of abnormal cervical cells, whose
cytoplasm and nucleus contours are often very blurred [76].
Cells obtained by Pap staining the cytology smear are difficult to segment because of the
large associated variability, namely the intrinsic biological tissue variability, dye conserva-
tion differences, fixation procedure differences, cell staining [74], and clustering [64], a set
of factors that blur identification of the cell boundaries [18]. Most works in the literature
have been performed in monolayer preparations, a technique that is not applicable in our
country, as has been largely discussed before in this thesis, basically because this is very ex-
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pensive. From a technical standpoint, another difficulty arises when one attempts to extend
this technique to the conventional cytological image: the segmentation quality. This issue
is illustrated in figure 3-11 that shows two images, the upper is a single isolated cell along
with its luminance histogram and the lower panel shows a set of superimposed cells from a
cytological image as well as its luminance histogram.
Figure 3-11.: Histogram for isolated and complete images
The two histograms illustrate the segmentation problem, while the upper one is very easy
to segment since the bimodal distribution presents a clearly defined valley between the two
peaks, The lower histogram is practically dominated by a large peak in the high frequency
band. The segmentation problem is much more difficult in this case and practically the dis-
tinction between background and cels, so well defined in the upper histogram, is practically
inexistent in the lower one.
4. Conclusions
In this work, an original method was proposed, combining MPEG-7 and classifier for dis-
crimination of two-classes: normal and abnormal or seven classes. Instead of attempting to
segment cells and its structural components, we proposed to characterize the whole inter-
nal cell structure using the well known MPEG-7 global descriptors, without segmentation
techniques, avoiding the high dependency on image quality of the existent methods, the
particular parameterization for each image and high associated costs.
Most image segmentation methods work well when the images are obtained with a good qua-
lity, an issue that is not a problem in most monolayer staining techniques but that constitutes
a fundamental drawback for the conventional cytology. In particular, images obtained from
specimen processed as conventional cytology, samples are frequently contaminated with diffe-
rent species, i.e. bacillus or fungi,, and the cytoplasm and nucleus contours are often blurred,
especially for abnormal cervical cells. This work has presented on the contrary, an original
method for classification of normal and abnormal cell, using stractural information which
is much less susceptible of being contaminated by any type of noise. This kind of Com-
puter aided decision systems for cervical cytology would not require segmentation or large
software resources. Results are very promising using two global descriptors of the MPEG-7
standard that were chosen because they were devised to globally capture semantic informa-
tion, however implementation with more MPEG-7 descriptors and classification algorithms
can definitely improve the classification performance and will be considered as the future
work of the present investigation.
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Resumen
El ca´ncer de ce´rvix afecta a gran parte de la poblacio´n femenina en pa´ıses
en v´ıa de desarrollo. La citolog´ıa convencional es la te´cnica ma´s empleada
para determinar si las ce´lulas cervicales son precancerosas, sin embargo su
lectura es costosa en tiempo de especialistas. Este articulo presenta una
estrategia para la clasificacio´n automa´tica de ce´lulas cervicouterinas usando
descriptores globales de color y textura, la cual alcanzo´ una precisio´n del
90 % y una sensibilidad del 83 %. A diferencia de otras propuestas, el me´todo
desarrollado no requiere segmentacio´n del nu´cleo y el citoplasma de la ce´lula,
lo que facilita su aplicacio´n en herramientas de cribado.
Palabras clave: Ce´lula Cervical, Ana´lisis de ima´genes citolo´gicas, Ca´ncer
cervical, Papanicolaou.
1. Introduccio´n
El ca´ncer cervicouterino es una de las neoplasias de ma´s fa´cil abordaje
terape´utico y preventivo. Au´n as´ı, sigue siendo el segundo tipo de ca´ncer
como causa de muerte en la poblacio´n femenina[1]. Una de las principales
razones para que esto suceda es la insuficiencia de sistemas de deteccio´n
precoz que permitan el diagno´stico cuando la enfermedad au´n tiene buen
prono´stico. La te´cnica de deteccio´n precoz ma´s empleada es la citolog´ıa
cervical, que consiste en la identificacio´n al microscopio de ce´lulas precan-
cerosas y cancerosas en muestras citolo´gicas obtenidas del cuello uterino.
Aunque este me´todo es considerado como un me´todo eficaz, sencillo, ra´pido
∗Correspondencia: Eduardo Romero, Carrera 30 45-03 Edificio 471 Medicina, Piso 1,
Tel/Fax (1) 3165000 Ext. 15025, http://www.bioingenium.unal.edu.co
y econo´mico, no so´lo para detectar tempranamente el ca´ncer del cuello del
u´tero sino tambie´n infecciones por microorganismos, su aplicacio´n requiere
tiempo y experticia del cito tecno´logo en el diagno´stico preliminar y del
cito pato´logo en el diagno´stico definitivo. Por lo anterior, se han realizado
esfuerzos importantes en el desarrollo de me´todos de apoyo al diagno´stico
citolo´gico que faciliten y/o mejoren la deteccio´n de anormalidades. Actual-
mente existen en el mercado diferentes me´todos como AutoPap Primary
Screening System (aprobado por la FDA), ThinPrep Imaging System (Cy-
tyc) y Path (Molecular Diagnostic). Estas herramientas se caracterizan por
identificar regiones con probabilidad de contener ce´lulas patolo´gicas, pero no
realizan una identificacio´n real de las ce´lulas en cada una de las tipolog´ıas
patolo´gicas posibles, adicionalmente su implementacio´n tiene costos eleva-
dos, que reducen la posibilidad de ser usados en sistemas de cribado en
pa´ıses en desarrollo[2]. Otros me´todos para la clasificacio´n de ima´genes de
ce´lulas de citopatolog´ıa han sido propuestos [3, 4], los cuales requieren una
segmentacio´n precisa de cada ce´lula, para a partir de ella calcular un con-
junto grande de caracter´ısticas morfome´tricas (a´reas, per´ımetros, redondez,
elongacio´n de nu´cleo y citoplasma, entre otras), aunque su desempen˜o es
adecuado, el depender del resultado de una segmentacio´n previa, hace que
su aplicacio´n tenga limitaciones debido a la diversidad de estructuras con-
tenidas en las ima´genes, la intensa variacio´n del fondo, agrupacio´n y alto
grado de superposicio´n que dificultan la identificacio´n de los l´ımites de los
nu´cleos de las ce´lulas[5]. Nanni y otros [6], proponen el uso de un descriptor
de texturas conocido como patrones locales binarios para clasificar ce´lulas
sin requerir segmentacio´n precisa, los resultados reportados para el a´rea ba-
jo la curva ROC, son de entre 0.72 y 0.88. Este trabajo, presenta un enfoque
sencillo para la clasificacio´n de ce´lulas de citolog´ıa cervical que hace uso
de los descriptores MPEG-7, para describir una regio´n conteniendo la ce´lu-
la pero que no requiere una segmentacio´n previa de nu´cleo y citoplasma.
Esto permite, no so´lo reducir el costo computacional, sino que adema´s re-
duce el tiempo empleado por los cito tecno´logos para revisar manualmente
la exactitud de la segmentacio´n resultante.
2. Me´todo Propuesto
2.1. Descriptores de caracter´ısticas visuales
En este trabajo se consideraron como principales caracter´ısticas para
clasificar correctamente ce´lulas normales y precancerosas la distribucio´n del
color y la textura. Estas caracter´ısticas permiten impl´ıcitamente capturar
informacio´n relacionada con la relacio´n nu´cleo/citoplasma, la presencia de
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variaciones en forma y taman˜o en el nu´cleo asociadas a ce´lulas patolo´gicas y
otras caracter´ısticas morfolo´gicas citoplasma´ticas de cada componente celu-
lar. Tres descriptores de caracter´ısticas propuestos en el esta´ndar MPEG-7
fueron extra´ıdos para cada regio´n: disen˜o o distribucio´n espacial del color
(color layout descriptor), color escalable e histograma de bordes. Adicional-
mente el efecto de combinar estos descriptores fue tambien evaludada (dis-
tribucio´n espacial del color con histograma de bordes y color escalable con
histograma de bordes), resultando en cinco descriptores evaluados. Estos de-
scriptores consideran caracter´ısticas de color [7] y de textura [8], las cuales
son consideradas como relevantes en la clasificacio´n de malignidad de las
ce´lulas cervicouterinas[9].
Disen˜o o distribucio´n espacial del color
Este descriptor ofrece una manera compacta de representar la distribu-
cio´n espacial de las caracter´ısticas de color de una imagen en el dominio
frecuencial. La representacio´n se basa en los coeficientes de la Transformada
Discreta del Coseno (DCT) sobre los valores de las componentes Y, Cb y
Cr de la imagen. El ca´lculo de este descriptor es ilustrado en la figura 1.
El proceso inicia con la particio´n de la imagen en 64 bloques (cada bloque
de taman˜o W/8 × H/8, donde W y H representan la anchura y la altura
respectivamente de la imagen). Cada bloque es representado por la media
de los colores contenidos en e´l, obteniendo as´ı una imagen de 8×8 de apari-
encia borrosa que describe la apariencia general de la distribucio´n del color
en la imagen. Luego, la imagen es transformada al espacio de color YCbCr
y, los primeros 64 coeficientes, resultantes de transformar las matrices cor-
respondientes a cada uno de los componentes de color usando la DCT, son
usados para describir la imagen, obteniendo as´ı un descriptor de 192 carac-
ter´ısticas[7].
Figura 1: Proceso de extraccio´n del descriptor de distribucio´n de color
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Color escalable
Este descriptor representa la distribucio´n de probabilidad de los colores
en la imagen mediante un histograma de color HSV codificado usando la
transformada de Haar. El concepto de escalabilidad se refiere al nu´mero de
bins usados para calcular el histograma. Como se ilustra en la figura 2, ini-
cialmente un histograma de 256 bins es calculado (incluyendo 16 niveles en
H, 4 en S y 4 en V), este histograma es luego codificado usando la trans-
formada de Haar, esta transformada permite codificar el histograma con la
mitad de bins en cada iteracio´n, por la aplicacio´n sucesiva de operaciones
de suma y diferencia que se relacionan con filtros pasa bajos y pasa altos
del histograma[7]. En este trabajo el descriptor color escalable fue reducido
a 64 bins con 8 niveles para el componente H, 2 para S y 4 para V.
Figura 2: Proceso de extraccio´n del descriptor color escalable
Histograma de bordes
Es un descriptor de textura que representa la distribucio´n espacial de
cinco tipos de bordes en regiones locales de la imagen, cuatro bordes direc-
cionales generados a 0o (vertical), 45o, 90o (horizontal) y 135o y un borde
no direccional. La imagen es dividida en 16 sub-ima´genes en las que se gen-
era un histograma de borde local con 5 bins, como se observa en la figura 3,
obteniendo finalmente 80 histogramas como resultado de las 16 subimagenes
por 5 bins. La informacio´n de borde es extra´ıda con operadores de deteccio´n
de bordes [8].
Figura 3: Descriptor histograma de borde, distingue cinco tipos de bordes y almacena los
valores en un arreglo 1D
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2.2. Clasificacio´n
Para la clasificacio´n de cada ce´lula, fue empleado un modelo de clasifi-
cacio´n por vecindad conocido como k vecinos ma´s cercanos (Knn), el cual se
basa en la suposicio´n de que los prototipos ma´s cercanos tienen una prob-
abilidad a posteriori similar de pertenecer a la misma clase, para ello se
emplea la me´trica de distancia euclidiana. Este me´todo es sencillo de im-
plementar y no depende de muchos para´metros para su entrenamiento y se
reporta buen desempen˜o en tareas similares [10].
3. Resultados Experimentales
3.1. Base de Datos
Dos bases de datos creadas en el Departamento de patolog´ıa del Hospital
universitario Herlev 1 fueron usadas para evaluar el me´todo propuesto. Estas
ima´genes tienen una resolucio´n de 0.201um/pixel. Dos citotecno´logos espe-
cializados clasificaron manualmente cada una de las ce´lulas y las muestras
dif´ıciles fueron examinadas tambie´n por un me´dico especialista[3, 11, 12].
La primer base de datos (BD 1) contiene 200 ima´genes normales y 306
anormales[3], ejemplos de estas ima´genes son mostrados en la figura 4. La
segunda base de datos (BD 2) contiene 917 ce´lulas, 242 normales y 675 anor-
males [11, 12], Ejemplos de ima´genes de esta base de datos son mostrados
en la figura 5.
Figura 4: Ejemplos de ce´lulas de la primera base de datos
El me´todo propuesto fue evaluado usando un modelo de validacio´n cruza-
da de 10 particiones (10-fold). El desempen˜o de cada descriptor propuesto y
la diferentes combinaciones de e´stos fue evaluado independientemente. Por
otro lado, el valor de K, para el algoritmo de clasificacio´n KNN fue ajus-
tado usando valores impares entre 1 y 15. La figuras 6 y 7 presentan la
precisio´n y sensibilidad, respectivamente, de cada uno de los descriptores
para los diferentes valores de K en las dos bases de datos evaluadas.
1http://fuzzy.iau.dtu.dk/downloads/smear2005/
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Figura 5: Ejemplos de ce´lulas de la segunda base de datos
Figura 6: Precisio´n para diferentes valores de K en cada una de las bases de datos evaluadas
Figura 7: Sensibilidad para diferentes valores de K en cada una de las bases de datos
evaluadas
En promedio el mejor desempen˜o para la base de datos 1 fue obtenido
por el descriptor histograma de bordes con un modelo de clasificacio´n 13-
NN, con una precisio´n de 0,82 y una sensibilidad de 0,83. Similarmente, el
mejor desempen˜o para la base de datos 2 fue obtenido por el mismo de-
scriptor histograma de bordes pero esta vez con un modelo de clasificacio´n
15-NN, en este caso la precisio´n fue de 0,89 y la sensibilidad de 0,83. Resul-
tados similares fueron obtenidos cuando este descriptor fue combinado con
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el descriptor color escalable con una sensibilidad de 0,81 para las dos bases
de datos y una precisio´n de 0,8 y 0,88 para la primera y segunda base de
datos, respectivamente. Cabe resaltar que el valor del para´metro K no resul-
ta ser definitivo en el desempen˜o, salvo para el caso histograma de bordes
en la base de datos 2, caso en el cual se observa una mejora significativa del
desempen˜o cuando K es mayor a 11.
4. Conclusiones y Trabajo Futuro
Este trabajo presenta un modelo de clasificacio´n de ce´lulas cervicouteri-
nas basado en el uso de descriptores de color y de textura del esta´ndar
MPEG-7. La principal ventaja del modelo propuesto es que e´ste no requiere
un proceso de segmentacio´n previa, lo que hace factible su utilizacio´n en
sistemas masivos de cribado. El modelo propuesto fue evaluado en bases de
datos de dominio pu´blico. De los resultados se puede observar que la infor-
macio´n de texturas descrita por un histograma de bordes presenta mayor
poder de discriminacio´n que los dema´s descriptores. Sin embargo, el uso
de modelos de clasificacio´n ma´s robustos puede mejorar estos resultados.
As´ı mismo, el uso de otros descriptores o una combinacio´n lineal de estos
debera´ ser evaluada para determinar el aporte real de cada uno de ellos en
la caracterizacio´n de este tipo de ce´lulas.
El trabajo futuro se enfocara´ en el uso de estos descriptores para re-
alizar una clasificacio´n de las ce´lulas en sus diferentes tipolog´ıas como son:
superficial, intermedia y columnar para las ce´lulas normales y displasia leve,
moderada, severa y Carcinoma in situ para las ce´lulas anormales. Adicional-
mente, se espera que este modelo de clasificacio´n pueda ser usado en un sis-
tema completo que permita la deteccio´n y clasificacio´n de ce´lulas anormales
en ima´genes de citolog´ıa cervicouterina.
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Abstract
Background
Although cervical cancer is fully curable if diagnosis is early achieved, it is still the most
frequent female fatal disease worldwide, the second death cause in female population. On the
other hand, Papanicolau smear test is the screening method for detecting abnormalities in
the uterine cervix cells, including the precancerous cells. Provided that this test is extremely
labor intensive and reader dependant, automated screening has been pursued during last de-
cades, resulting in some commercial developments that identify suspicious regions i.e. regions
with the possibility of containing malignant cells, but without an accurate identification of
pathological cells. As a consequence, cell classification is still an open research problem,
usually approached by characterizing morphological features that are highly dependent on
the accurate segmentation of the boundaries. In this paper we propose a cell classification
method that instead of attempting to segment the cell cytoplasm and nucleus, it characte-
rizes the very inner cell relationships using global features and a standard classifier, the k
nearest neighbour, that learns a particular data partition.
Findings
The cell classification approach is carried out using color and texture MPEG-7 descriptors,
specifically the color layout, color scalable and Edge Histogram descriptors. The proposed
approach raises a mean sensitivity of 84 % and specificity between 82 % and 89 %, which is
really promising since no image preprocessing was carried out.
Conclusions
The most relevant feature was the edge histogram, with which the best results were reported,
whilst combination of this feature with the color scalable feature reported the poorer per-
formance. On the other hand, modification of the learning parameters, did not significantly
change results w.r.t. the classification task.
Keywords: Papanicolaou; MPEG-7; cervical cancer; color layout descriptor; edge his-
togram descriptor; scalable color descriptor
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Background
Several strategies have been previously applied for classifying cervical cytology cells, all
pursuing a nucleus segmentation. Sanchez sets regions [1] using a simple threshold [2], a
procedure broadly adapted to different techniques: a local adaptive segmentation nuclei pro-
cedure [3], seed growing (Romberg y col. en [4]), mathematical morphology [5], a Hough
transform [6], and active contours [7]. Jantzen and Dounias propose several cell features as
morphometric descriptors, including the nucleus and cytoplasm areas, nucleus/cytoplasm
proportion, nucleus and cytoplasm brightnesses, smaller and larger nucleus/cytoplasm dia-
meters, nucleus and cytoplasm roundness, nucleus and cytoplasm perimeters, nucleus posi-
tion, nucleus/cytoplasm maxima and minima. Nevertheless, these morphometric characteris-
tics require a previous accurate segmentation, hardly achieved by human intervention using
commercial software such as CHAMP (Cytology and Histology Modular Analysis Package,
Aarhus, Denmark) of DIMAC (Digital Image Company) [8,9].
Methods
Rather than attempting to detect some of the previously reported morphometric features, the
present investigation used two global MPEG-7 color descriptors, Color Layout and Scalable
Color, and one texture descriptor, the Edge Histogram descriptor, as the representation
space and two supervised classification algorithms (SVM and KNN) that divide the different
classes.
Classification based on global MPEG-7 descriptors
The cell classification approach is carried out using color and texture MPEG-7 descriptors,
thereby attempting to capture information related with the particular color spatial location
and global color distribution of both the nucleus and cytoplasm. The texture descriptor
stands for the particular borders of both nucleus and cytoplasm and their intrinsic relations-
hips. These global characteristics are not evaluating the classical morphometric features, but
they are using nucleus and cytoplasm visual primitives as discriminant factors.
Color layout
This descriptor, typically used in the YCrCb color space, captures the spatial color dis-
tribution in an image or an arbitrary region. Basically, the color layout descriptor uses
representative colors on an grid, followed by a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and an en-
coding of the resulting coefficients. The feature extraction process consists of two parts; grid
based representative color selection and DCT transform with quantization. Specifically, an
input image is divided into 64 blocks, their average colors are derived and transformed into
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a series of coefficients by performing a conventional DCT. A few low-frequency coefficients
are selected using zigzag scanning and quantized to form a Color Layout Descriptor [10].
Scalable color
This descriptor is extracted from a color image histogram in the hue-saturation-value (HSV)
color space. This histogram, constructed with fixed color space quantization, is projected
into a set of Haar bases so that the obtained coefficients constitute a scalable color repre-
sentation. The histogram values must be normalized and non linearly mapped into a 4-bit
integer representation, giving higher weight to small values. The Haar transform is applied
then to this histogram version with two basic operators: sum and difference bin neighbor,
decomposing the histogram into low and high frequency subbands [10].
Edge histogram
This descriptor captures the spatial edge distribution, a very useful feature for image mat-
ching, even though the underlying texture may not be homogeneous. A given image is first
sub-divided into sub-images and local edge histograms, for each of these sub-images, are com-
puted. Edges are then coarsely grouped into five categories: vertical, horizontal, 45 diagonal,
135 diagonal, and isotropic (nonorientation specific). Thus, each local histogram has five bins
corresponding to the above five categories. The image partitioned into 16 sub-images results
in 80 bins. These bins are nonuniformly quantized using 3 bits/bin, resulting in a descriptor
with size of 240 bits [10].
Classification models
The classification method used a classical K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm and a Support
Vector Machine. The proposed approach was evaluated under a 10-fold experimental setup.
The k-NN decision rule
The k-nearest neighbor method is an intuitive method that classifies unlabeled samples based
on their similarity with samples in the training set. Given the knowledge of N prototype
features (vectors of dimension k) and their correct classification into M classes, the k-NN
rule assigns an unclassified pattern to the class that is most heavily represented among its
k neighbors in the pattern space, under some appropriate metric. In this work euclidean
distance was used.
The SVM algorithm
A support vector machine (SVM) is a classification model that finds an optimal separating
hyperplane that discriminates two classes. A SVM is a linear discriminator, however it can
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perform non-linear discriminations thanks to the fact that this is a kernel method. In this
work, it is used a SVM version that uses sequential minimal optimization algorithm. The
multi-class classification problem is solved using a one vs. all strategy: a binary classifier
for each class by labeling the class samples as positive examples and other class samples
as negative ones. The final decision is set to the class having the largest decision function
among all classes.
Results and discussion
Database
Two databases composed of images with single cells, from the Herlev University Hospital,
Denmark, were used (http://fuzzy.iau.dtu.dk/downloads). Skilled cyto-technicians and doc-
tors manually classified each cell in 2 classes: abnormal and normal and then subclassified
into seven classes. Each cell was examined by two cyto-technicians, and difficult samples also
by a doctor. In case of disagreement, the sample was simply discarded [8,9]. Finally there
are two database: B 1 data contains 500 cells with the following distribution:
1. Normal: columnar epithelial, parabasal squamous epithelial, intermediate squamous epit-
helial, superficial squamous epithelial. 2. Abnormal: mild squamous non-keratinizing dyspla-
sia, moderate squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, severe squamous non-keratinizing dys-
plasia.
The B 2 data contains 917 cells with the following distribution:
1. Normal: superficial squamous epithelial, intermediate squamous epithelial, columnar epit-
helial. 2. Abnormal: mild squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, moderate squamous non-
keratinizing dysplasia, severe squamous non-keratinizing dysplasia, squamous cell carcinoma
in situ intermediate.
Experimental setup
Two classification algorithms were assessed (KNN and SVM). Each classification model was
tuned independently for its own particular set of parameters as follows: k-NN was assessed
by varying the k nearest neighbors between 1 and 15 with increment steps of two. SVM used
two kernel types were evaluated; radial basis function (RBF) and polynomial functions. For
the RBF kernel, the γ parameter was varied from 0,00 to 0,90 with increment steps of 0.10,
while the polynomial kernel degree was set at 1, 2 and 3. The regularization parameter Com-
plexity 1,0. Evaluation was carried out with both 2-class (normal and anormal) problems. A
conventional 10-fold cross validation was performed for every parameter combination.
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Results
The effects of different levels of complexity were evaluated, but do not show important
variations. Figure B-1 shows the percentage error for the method proposed in the 2-class
problem for B 1 datasets. Better performance was achieved by the KNN classifier with k
15. The B 2 database shows the performance of SVM with radial base kernel, for values of
0.01 (figure B-2). In both database these results were obtained with the edge histogram
descriptor.
Figure B-1.: Error for different methods in B 1
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Figure B-2.: Error for different methods in B 2
Discussion
A new strategy for assisting the diagnosis of pap smears which requieres no segmentation
was proposed, implemented and evaluated. Instead of attempting to segment cells and its
structural components, we propose to characterize the internal cell structure using well known
MPEG-7 global descriptors. Results are very promising, however evalution of other specific
features and classification algorithms can improve the classification performance.
Conclusions
This work presented an original method for discrimination of each class: normal and abnor-
mal. Future work is to evaluate the classification of the seven class.
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